We prove that if D is a finitely connected Holder domain of the plane, then there exists p > 0 for which every positive superharmonic function on D is p-integrable over D with respect to two-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
Introduction
Let D be a proper subdomain of the complex plane C. We denote by SD(z) the distance between a point z e D and the boundary dD of D:
SD(z) = mf{\z-C\\CedD}.
The quasi-hyperbolic metric ko in D is defined by kD{z\, z2) = inf / J-P-, zx,z2&D, y Jy oD (z) where the infimum is taken over all rectifiable arcs y joining z\ and z2 in D (cf. Gehring-Palka [4] and Gehring-Osgood [3] ). Let a e D. If there are constants a and A such that (1) kD(a,z)<alog^\ + A, zeD, then D is called a Holder domain.
Denote by S+(D) (resp. H+{D)) the set of positive superharmonic (resp. harmonic) functions on D and by LP{D), 0 < p < +00, the spaces of Lebesgue measurable functions on D which are p-integrable over D with respect to two-dimensional Lebesgue measure. We ask whether there is p > 0 such that S+(D) C LP{D) (or H+(D) c LP{D)). It is clear that if for each z0 e D there is M > 0 such that the inequality (2) u(z)"dxdy <Mu{z0)p, z = x + iy, holds for all u 6 S+{D) (resp. u e H+(D)), then S+(D) c LP{D) (resp. #+(£>) c LP(D)). Conversely, if S+(D) c LP(D) (resp. H+(D) c Z/(D)), then for each z0efl there is M > 0 such that (2) holds for all u e S+{D) (resp. u£H+(D)) (see Suzuki [13] ).
In 1972 Armitage [1] proved that S+(D) c LP(D) for 0 < p < 2 if D has bounded curvature. This result was generalized by Maeda and Suzuki [7] to the case of Lipschitz domains. In our previous work [9] we considered domains satisfying an interior wedge condition To prove the theorem we employ a method similar to that used in [9] . In the next section we will prepare a lemma concerning the boundary behavior of conformal mappings. Using this lemma, we will prove the theorem in §3. (ii) // D1CD2, then kDl{z) < kDl(z) for z e A . extended to a homeomorphism of A> U Co onto Aq U 9A* and both Co and dA* are analytic, we can continue <p conformally beyond Co by the reflection principle. In particular, \f'{z)\ < M4 in a neighborhood of C0 . Hence,
for z near Co. The case oo £ Z)[ can be treated similarly. Let /2 be a conformal mapping of A onto D\ with ./^(O) = a. Then, for z e A sufficiently near dA, logAA(C) < 2hDl(f2(Q , a) < 2kD(f2(Q , a) which implies that L/2Wa(C)-1 + 1/2q<M,.
Therefore, as in the preceding case, we see that \f'(z)\kD0{z)~i+l/2a is bounded near Co.
We have shown that \f'(z)\kDo(z)~]+i/2a is bounded near dD0 . Since it is continuous in D0, it is bounded in D0 , as desired. Combining (6) with (4), we obtain // Sd(z)~tdxdy < +00
or, equivalently, // ko{z)rdxdy < +co, which implies that E includes the half line E2 = {0} x [-T, +00). Now, since E is a convex set by Holder's inequality, it includes the convex hull of Ei U E2 . Consequently, there exists p > 0, independently of zo , for which the point (p, 0) is contained in E . This means that S+(D) c LP(D), and the proof is complete.
